The Spring edition of the RCC newsletter focuses on our recent efforts to advance several aspects of our infrastructure. We’re reimagining how best to apply our resources and collaborate with others on campus to bring additional support in the areas of HPC and data center reliability. We’re positioning staff to take advantage of their unique skills in streamlining our processes and improving our proposal submission efforts.

In the summer issue, we hope to continue the theme by bringing you news of a university-wide data storage solution.

We thank you for your continued interest. Feel free to drop a note in our suggestion box.
And the Bronze Medal Goes to…
Apr 03, 2015 12:02 pm

RCC’s Robert St. Lawrence was awarded the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Ocean Service Contractor Recognition 2015 bronze medal for his outstanding work on the Environmental Response Management Application (ERMA). Specifically, Bob was recognized for delivering technology to improve NOAA’s Arctic preparedness and leading technology standardization and best practices.

read more

RCC Reports from South By Southwest (SXSW)
Mar 30, 2015 10:52 am

Philip Collins represented UNH at the 2015 installment of SXSW in Austin, TX. He represented one of three universities at the event and had the opportunity to meet alumni and others with an interest in UNH. Phil highlighted the great education available to UNH students, as well as the unique technologies developed by RCC and the excellent skills-building opportunities that are available to RCC’s student employees.

read more

RCC Welcomes Terry Ridgeway
Mar 12, 2015 11:19 am

RCC is pleased to announce that Terry Ridgeway joined us in February of 2015 as our new Program Manager. We share Terry as a resource with the EOS BSC (Institute for Earth, Oceans, and Space Business Service Center).

Terry has a fascinating history of working with researchers and others in areas such as proposal writing, project management and process management. We’re looking to Terry to help RCC achieve important strategic initiatives and we’re so pleased to have her on board!
Mar 09, 2015 02:49 pm

Facilities is testing RCC’s newly installed back-up rooftop chiller during the week of March 9th. The Lenharth Data Center in Morse Hall is cooled by the UNH chiller plant. Facilities will attempt an auto fail-over to test that the system switches automatically from the Campus Loop to the rooftop chiller. The rooftop chiller is to be used to cool the 2,000 square foot data center in the event that there is a failure of the UNH chiller plant.

Questions can be directed to RCC’s Associate Director, Rob Anderson at rea@sr.unh.edu.

read more

How Massachusetts Research Universities are Doing HPC
Feb 03, 2015 02:19 pm

On January 15th, a van left UNH Durham for the Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center (MGHPCC) in Holyoke. Inside was a group of individuals from UNH IT and the Research Computing Center with interest in this unique collaborative effort.

read more

Do You Know that UNH has a Web-Based Program of Instruction in the Responsible Conduct of Research?
Jan 23, 2015 04:01 pm

The UNH Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) and Scholarly Activity Committee reminds the UNH community about the availability of the UNH Web-based program of RCR instruction. The 11 Web-based modules address the following topic areas:

read more
RCC Staff Spotlight: Allan Wright
Nov 25, 2014 09:55 am

Allan Wright is the manager of RCC’s Software Development Group. He oversees seven full-time staff people and a contract programmer. Allan’s the point-person for the RCC-developed Events Management System and provides programming and training to users at many USNH sites.

read more
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